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ABSTRACT: A de?ector is disposed between the bottom lay 
ing and delivery stations and is controlled by bottom checking 
devices to reject defective bags from the path of travel. The 
sensing elements for the path of travel of the inner halves of 
the bag end portions consist of photodetectors for receiving 
re?ected light, which cooperate with stationary re?ecting ele 
ments, which are intended to enter between the upper ply of 
the bag and the bag bottom. 
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BAGMAKING MACHINE 
The invention relates to an improvement of the invention 

described in the speci?cation and illustrated in the drawing of 
the US. Pat. No. 3,380,587. Said speci?cation and drawing 
will be referred to hereinafter as the “?rst prior disclosure.” 
The ?rst prior disclosure relates to a bagmaking machine 

which comprises a de?ector, which is disposed between the 
bottom laying and delivery stations and is controlled by bot 
tom checking devices to reject defective bags from the path of 
travel. According to said ?rst prior disclosure, the bottom 
checking devices comprise sensing elements for each of the 
inner and outer bottom edges of each bag bottom and addi 
tional sensing elements for the bottom patches. The error 
signal from each sensing element causes a de?ection of the 
de?ector. According to a second prior disclosure contained in 
the U5. Pat. application Ser. No. 684,327 ?led Nov. 20, 1967, 
additional sensing elements are provided for checking 
crossed-bottoms as to the presence and agreement of the ac 
tual and desired positions of the oblique edges of the infolded 
comer portions; and one of these additional sensing elements 
is provided in the path of travel of the outerand inner halves 
of each bottom. 
The contours of the outer halves of the ?attened crossed 

bottoms may be checked in a simple manner with the aid of 
photoelectric sensing elements. On the other hand, the inner 
halves of the bottoms have been reversely folded onto the bag 
workpieces so‘that they do not permit photoelectric checking. 
According to still earlier proposals of the assignees, these 
inner halves of the bottoms can be checked by mechanical 
sensing elements, but these are not reliable at relatively high 
machine speeds and do not have an adequate sensitivity in 
sensing relatively thin workpieces. It has also been previously 
proposed to replace the mechanical sensing elements in ‘the 
range where the inner halves of the bottoms are to be sensed 
by a source of radioactive radiation, preferably beta radiation, 
and to provide beyond the plane of travel of the workpieces a 
scintillation counter so that the number of plies of the bag 
workpieces in the sensed area is ascertained and compared to 
the desired number of plies. Although sensing by nuclear 
radiation is satisfactory and the use of beta radiation does not 
require extensive safety precautions, it will generally be 
uneconomical because it involves extremely high costs. 

It is thus ‘an object of the invention to provide for the 
checking of the contours of the inner halves of the bag bot 
toms in bagmaking machines of the kind ?rst described by an 
apparatus which is satisfactory in operation and can be manu‘ 
factured at economically reasonable costs. This object is ac 
complished according to the invention in that the sensing ele 
ments for the path of travel of the inner halves of the bag bot 
toms consist of photodetectors for receiving re?ected light, 
which cooperate with stationary re?ecting elements, which 
are intended to enter between the upper ply of the bag and the 
bag bottom. The re?ecting elements enable a satisfactory 
photoelectric sensing of the inner halves of the bottoms 
because they enable an exact checking, just as in connection 
with the outer halves of the bottoms, as to whether the actual 
position of the contour of the bag is in agreement with the 
desired position at a given time during ‘the cycle of operation 
of the machine. This applies to the correct position of the 
inner edges of the bottoms and of the oblique edges of the in 
folded corner portions. 
An improvement of the bagmaking machine according to 

the invention accomplishes the object by designing the re?ect 
ing element so that it will always reliably enter between the 
inner half of the bottom and the body of the bag workpieces 
which move continuously through the bagmaking machine 
wherein the bag workpieces do not strike against the re?ecting 
element whereby they could be damaged or blocked. This ob 
ject is accomplished by the invention with a minimum expen 
diture of cost and material so that bagmaking machines which 
are already in operation can be subsequently provided in a 
simple manner with the checking device proposed by the in 
vention. 
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2 
This development resides mainly in that the re?ecting ele 

ment has a platelike main part, which extends substantially 
parallel to the plane of conveyance and is provided with a 
reflecting surface portion. The distance of said main part from 
the plane in which the workpieces are conveyed exceeds the 
maximum thickness of the workpieces to be checked, and said 
main part is provided at its forward edge with a guiding ele 
ment, which is articulately secured to said forward edge by a 
?exible element or a hinge in such a manner that the guiding 
element is biased toward the plane of conveyance. The guid 
ing element may be secured to the main part by one or more 
leaf springs and the leaf springs are under slight initial stress 
toward the plane of conveyance. Alternatively, the guiding 
element may bear simply under the action of gravity on the 
workpieces. The distance between the platelike main part and 
the plane of conveyance and the articulate connection of the 
guiding element urged against the bag workpieces, ensure that 
the guiding element always enters between the bag wall and 
the inner half of the bottom and damage to or a blocking of 
the bag by the re?ecting element will be reliably avoided. 
The guiding element may be laterally bent away from the 

plane of conveyance at that end of its forward edge which is 
not intended to enter between the bag wall and the bag bottom 
so that the bag will be still more reliably guided under the 
guiding element and the re?ecting element. 

According to another proposal ofthe invention, the forward 
edge of the guiding element is at such an oblique angle to the 
direction of conveyance that the bottom corner of the inner 
half of the bottom of each bag reaches the guiding element 
?rst. If the bottom edge of the bag reaches the oblique edge of 
the guiding element ?rst, the inner half of the-of the bottom 
will be raised most easily because a longer lever arm is availa 
ble than if the ?rst workpiece portion reaching the bag would 
be close to the center fold line of the bottom. The arrange 
ment of the forward edge proposed according to the invention 
results also in a point contact with the inclined leading edge of 
the bottom so that the raising is also facilitated. 
The invention will be explained more fully in the following 

description with reference to an embodiment shown by way of 
example on the accompanying drawing, in which 

FIG. 1 is a top ‘plan view showing a re?ecting element ac 
cording to the invention, 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation showing the re?ecting element ac~ 
cording to the invention, and 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken on line III-III in FIG; 1. 
The re?ecting element according to the invention com— 

prises a main portion 301, which is secured by angled lugs 302 
to a machine frame, now shown. The angled lugs 302 are 
formed with elongated holes 303, through which the ?xing 
screws, not shown, are passed. The elongated holes 303 ena 
ble such an adjustment of the re?ecting element with 
reference to the plane of conveyance, indicated at 304~in FIG. 
3, that there is-always a distance-which exceeds the maximum 
thickness of the bag workpieces between the main part 301 of 
the reflecting element and the plane of conveyance 304. 
By means of screws 305, the actual re?ecting elements 306 

are clamped -to the main part 301 and disposed under windows 
307 formed in a'plate 308. By means of screws 310 and 312 
two leaf springs 311 are secured along the oblique forward 
edge 309 of the main part 301 and are connected by screws 
312 to a guiding element 313. The heads of the screws 310 
and 312 are received by two pairs of plates 3110, which rest 
on the leaf springs 311 and have edges 3llb that are bevelled 
in a direction opposite to the direction of travel (FIG. 3). The 
leaf springs 311 are prestressed so that the guiding element 
313 is slightly urged toward the plane of conveyance 304, as is 
shown in FIG. 3. The forward edge 314 of the guiding element 
313 is wedge-shaped and extends at an oblique angle to the 
direction of conveyance 315 of the bag workpiece 316. Those 
ends of the guiding element 313 and of the main part 301 of 
the re?ecting element which are not intended to enter 
between the body of the bag workpieces 316 and the inner 
halves 317 of their bottoms 318 are bent upwardly at 319 and 
320. 
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In operation, the bent-up ends 319 and 320 ensure that the 
bag workpiece 316 reliably enters under the re?ecting ele 
ment. As the guiding element 313 snugly engages the bag 
workpiece 316 under spring pressure its forward edge 314 is 
oblique relative to the direction of conveyance 315, and the 
end comer 321 of the inner half 317 of the bag bottoms will 
reliably move on top of the guiding element 313 and then on 
the main part 301 of the re?ecting element, where the work 
piece can be sensed by the photodetector for receiving 
re?ected light when the re?ecting surface 306 has been 
reached by the workpiece 

lclaim: 
1. A machine for making bags having at least one folded 

bottom with one-half thereof resting on the bag, said machine 
comprising a bottom laying station, a delivery station, means 
defining a path of conveyance between said stations, 21 mova 
ble de?ector interposed in said path of conveyance for divert 
ing defective bags from said delivery station to a waste 
delivery station, bottom checking sensing means for checking 
bags moving along said path of conveyance and for actuating 
said movable de?ector responsive to sensing a defective bag to 
cause the defective bag to be diverted to said waste delivery 
station, said sensing means comprising photodetectors for 
receiving re?ected light and stationary re?ecting means 
adapted to enter between the bag and said bottom half resting 25 
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on the bag when the bag is moved along said path of con 
veyance, said stationary re?ecting means comprising a 
platelike main part extending substantially parallel to said 
path of conveyance and provided with a re?ecting portion at 
its surface, said platelike main part being positioned a distance 
from said path of conveyance exceeding the maximum 
thickness of the bag, and a guiding element secured to said 
main part at its front edge and biased toward said path of con 
veyance. 

2. A machine according to claim 1 wherein said guiding ele 
ment is secured to said main part by at least one leaf spring, 
each said leaf spring being under slight initial stress toward 
said path of conveyance. 

3. A machine according to claim 1, wherein said guiding 
element is articulately secured to said front edge and bears 
under the action of gravity on the bags‘ 

4. A machine according to claim 1, wherein said guiding 
element is laterally bent away from said path of conveyance at 
an end of said front edge which is not intended to enter 
between the bag and said bottom half. 

5. A machine according to claim 1, wherein said front edge 
of said guiding element extends at an oblique angle to said 
path of conveyance allowing the leading corner of said bottom 
half to reach said guiding element ?rst. 


